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EXT. WASTELAND - NOON
The truck where Alucard and his group slowly traversed
through the plains as Vayne and Valentine silently loook
towards what is happening.
From behind along with some rations, Crystal is looking at
the telescope while Edward sat chewing on his gum looking at
Alucard’s coffin.
EDWARD
Do you think vampires fart?
Crystal stopped looking at her telescope and look at Edward.
CRYSTAL
And you point is?
EDWARD
Well, since that coffin is kinda
sealed tight, don’t you think his
fart will fumigate in there?
CRYSTAL
......
EDWARD
I’m just saying, I don’t want to be
the guy who will open that when
trouble starts banging and since he
is our ace and all.
CRYSTAL
I guess it all comes down to which
of us has the biggest guns.
Edward looked at Vayne and Valentine grinning with their
weapons in the front and Edward looked at his revolver.
EDWARD
tsk.
From behind a couple of humans are on their trucks have also
followed them closely.
The sun slowly sets and and from a distance Crystal saw a
fight brewing.
CRYSTAL
Everyone stop!
The huge truck stopped and so did the other trucks behind.
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VAYNE
What is it?
CRYSTAL
2’ o clock! Something going on!
Vayne picked up her telescope and saw some werewolves
fighting some ghouls.
VAYNE
Lycans...
VALENTINE
Out here?
VAYNE
I heard they roam in packs.
CRYSTAL
They are in packs! They are
fighting those ghouls!
Not very far from them are a couple of Lycans fighting
ruthlessly against’t a large number of ghouls.
The lycans style is to slice and dice as they tear their
enemies apart. But there are too many ghouls.
VAYNE
I think they are proctecting their
territory..
VALENTINE
We should wait.
Edward steps back as the coffin slowly opens and Alucard
steps out.
ALUCARD
I smell blood...
Crystal steps down and reports.
CRYSTAL
Sir, There seems to be a battle
between lycans and some ghouls.
ALUCARD
.....
Alucard steps out from the truck looked at the battle.
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EDWARD
Lycans are supposed to be prideful
creatures, noble and has very
strong pride.
ALUCARD
Valentine, Vayne...
The two ladies step’ out of the truck.
VALENTINE
My lord.
VAYNE
Were helping aren’t we..
ALUCARD
Just take some shots from afar and
dwindle the ghoul forces.
Crystal brough some sniper weapons.
CRYSTAL
I can help too. And so are they.
A couple of men also brought some sniper rifles.
ALUCARD
Indeed. Do what you must.
VALENTINE
FIRE AT WILL!!
They began shooting at the ghouls. The Lycans noticed the
assistance and also started fighting a lot more furious.
Alucard watches closely at the two lycans that seem to be
leading the group the first was a wolf covered with white
fur while the other is covered in pitch black fur.
The group seems to be in harmony as their attacks keeps
rendering their enemies guessing where they will come next.
as the last of the ghouls die the lycans began to sat and
recover.
Alucard gave the signal and everyone went back up the truck
and slowly approached the pack.
Alucard was at the truck with Vayne and Valentine when have
approcahed near enough...
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ALUCARD
Stop right here.
Alucard steps out of the truck. The lights from the big
truck lights up and he stood in front of the truck.
The two lycans that lead the group also approached him the
others wanted to follow but they made a motion to wait.
VALENTINE
Think he will be alright?
VAYNE
The boss took down a giant. I’m
just waiting what he will do next.
Alucard steps forward to meet the two leaders. As they
neared the black one growled.
LUBU
You stench... Your somekind of
vampire!
ALUCARD
That I am.
LUBU
What are you doing here!
The whiteone spoke.
ICE
Pardon my bother we have been
through hell today.
ALUCARD
.....
ICE
May I know what bring you and...
your group here?
ALUCARD
We are merely passing. I can’t help
but notice your fighting style, it
reminds me of an old aquiantance.
Maybe you have heared of Glacius?
ICE
Grandfather?
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LUBU
How do you know our elder!
ALUCARD
Tell me. Which side did he choose
during the war?
ICE
Neither. We lycans remained
neutral.
LUBU
All we did was clear the mess of
the ghouls you and the humans
created.
ALUCARD
The ghouls...
ICE
They are threatening our livestock.
ALUCARD
May I speak to your leader?
LUBU
No one is allowed to speak to our
father!
ICE
We may have to decline.
ALUCARD
A pity but we have to bross this
way.
LUBU
Is that a challenge?!
ICE
It would be more prudent to turn
back.
ALUCARD
I’m sorry but we have to go though
here.
Ice and Lubu bared their teetch and gnarled.
VAYNE
um.. Boss?
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ALUCARD
I see..
The lights from the other trucks light up and both groups
are sorrounded by a large number of ghouls.
EDWARD
WERE SURROUNDED!
CRYSTAL
You don’t say.
ICE
Is this some kind of trap!
ALUCARD
.....
LUBU
We’ll help you this time, remember
you owe us!
ALUCARD
Do your thing.
The humans started firing their guns while crystal took a
machine gun and started to lay waste at the ghouls.
The lycans got on their feet and began tearing the enemies.
Alucard stood as he seems to be hearing some noises.
He looked around and saw the ghouls seems to have bacame a
little more coordinated.
They don’t just attack and bite they try to drag their
victims into the dark.
The same theing is happeing to the lycans. Some of them are
also being pulled into the darkness.
Alucard saw a different ghoul from the shadows. It seems to
be commanding them psychichly.
Alucard turns up his mind control and battles the controller
through his mind.
Alucard’s eyes glowed and the ground trembled and the ghouls
became mindless once again.
ALUCARD
Attack now!
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The ghouls just stood dazed and the human and lycan team
tear them up.
Ice folowed where ALucard was gazing and ran towards the
different looking ghoul.
Ice cuts off its neck and the rest was easy.
Alucard sat down. Valentine and Vayne rushed towards their
master and helped him back into the big truck.
VAYNE
Boss needs a pick me up.
Crystal opens one of the cartridges with her blood and gave
it to Alucard.
Alucard break the tube of blood and inhales the blood as it
turned into a vapor like substance.
Alucard sat steadily as Ice went towards the truck.
ICE
This is the first time we
encountered an ambush from the
ghouls. You to meet our father.
ALUCARD
Alright.
ICE
Well guard your passage.
EXT. LYCAN SETTLEMENT - DAWN
Alucard’s group arrived at the lycan settlement. It was a
bustling town and the large doors made of wood opened up and
let the trucks in. The place was like a town and to their
surprise the lycans went back into their human form.
Ice and Lubu also turned back into human form and to
everybody’s surprise Ice was a woman.
Lycans of course have their clothes and some of the men
talked to the villagers.
Alucard, Vayne and Valentine together with Crystal walked
towards what semms to be the town hall.
Curios lycans are also gathered there. Edward took charge on
keeping an eye on stuff and keeping the men on their best
behavior.
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ICE
Follow me.
Lubu kept an eye on Alucard’s group as they entered the town
hall.
INT. TOWN HALL - DAY
Ice and Lubu presented their guest to their father. He was a
grey wolf that turned into an older man but not that old.
ICE
Father, I present to you some
guests.
BLIZZARD
Guests? This is rare.
LUBU
They have helped us in a ghoul
ambush.
BLIZZARD
Ambush? Tell me.
Ice told the whole story about the attack.
BLIZZARD
I see. Step forward vampire.
Alucard steps forward and the lycans looked at the humans
for bite marks in their necks.
BLIZZARD
If you would excuse me.
Blizzard lifted his hand and some lycans lifted up a curtain
exposing Alucard to direct sunlight.
Alucard stood there looking at Blizzard.
BLIZZARD
I have heard tales of a daywalker
from my father. How did you know my
father Glacius?
ALUCARD
We had a duel once.
BLIZZARD
Oh? Tell me more.
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Blizzard gave the signal and the lycans covered back the
curtain.
ALUCARD
It was a long time ago. We battled
for sport.
BLIZZARD
So you are the one responsible for
his wounds?
ALUCARD
I also had my fair share.
BLIZZARD
Tell me, why have you come through
here?
ALUCARD
I seek the vampire empire. I have
some bussiness with the current
lord.
ICE
He was also able to tell something
is amiss with the ghouls.
BLIZZARD
Ah yes. It was mentioned you fought
a different type of ghoul?
ALUCARD
It seems they have a more strategy
in their attacks and they are
dragging their victims.
BLIZZARD
Then what the scouts says is true.
Blizzard stood and commanded the rest.
BLIZZARD
Leave us.
The lycans left except for Lubu and Ice.
BLIZZARD
Follow me.

10.
INT. WAR ROOM - DAY
Blizzard leads Alucard and his group to the war room and
Blizzard opens a map on the table everybody sorrounded it
and look at the marks.
BLIZZARD
These marks represent ambushes
where many of my warriors were
unable to fought back.
ICE
They seem to know our method and
wait for us to get exhausted.
VAYNE
Why are launching offensives
agains’t the ghouls anyway?
BLIZZARD
They threaten the farms with their
deceased bodies and destroy plants
for our herd. We have to keep them
at bay.
VALENTINE
Fortunately I heard lycans are
immune to becoming ghouls.
BLIZZARD
Being immune is one thing. Being
eaten is another.
LUBU
!!!!!
ICE
What?!
ALUCARD
.....
BLIZZARD
It seems whatever is controlling
these ghouls are eating anyting
alive and the biggest they have
their sights on are our cattles and
of course the lycans.
CRYSTAL
We are here to esablish a trade so
that these skirmishes with the
ghouls may be put down.
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BLIZZARD
A trade route sounds good but as
long as there is an unknown
controlling them, the route itself
is in danger.
ALUCARD
Then I propose we search where
their base is.
LUBU
It is been speculated that they
hide in an underground cave but
even with our noses we cannot tell
what is inside those caverns.
ICE
And we cannot send a large number
of troops due to the small
entrances.
VALENTINE
A commando group would be ideal but
it is too dangerous.
BLIZZARD
And this is our dillema.
ALUCARD
Do these ambushes have a routine
time?
BLIZZARD
No. They attack whenever we go to
harvest.
ALUCARD
So they based their actions on you.
BLIZZARD
What do you have in mind?
ALUCARD
A one shot gamble.
VAYNE
Oh boy.
ALUCARD
Have the best warriors rest these
week and we will share ouor
rations. send out only two of the
fastest scout and have them mark
which cave ghouls go into.
(CONTINUED)
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ICE
What about the cattles?
ALUCARD
They will be the bait.
LUBU
All of them?
ALUCARD
No. Tommorow I’m testing a theory
that we gather as much as we can.
BLIZZARD
I cannot risk lives for a theory.
ALUCARD
It’s your only way out of this
mess.
BLIZZARD
Hmp. As my father would have said.
You are indeed smart or crazy.
ICE
We will prepare a place for your
uh...
VAYNE
Associates.
LUBU
Really now?
ALUCARD
The truck should be fine for them.
VAYNE
Objection! At least give us some
pillows.
EXT. GRASSLANDS - DAY
Alucard along with his group helped out rounding up some of
the cows that are feeding on the grasses.
EDWARD
Why can’t we just let them all in
in the settlement?
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LUBU
We have some of the cows there
giving milk, these are just calves
growing up.
VAYNE
So these are the ones that are in
danger?
ALUCARD
Not really.
VALENTINE
What do you mean boss?
ALUCARD
My theory is correct, not a single
ghoul has appeared.
ICE
Care to explain?
ALUCARD
I’ll tell you more about it in the
war room later. Now we need to get
as much cows as we can since this
will be the last time we are going
for something like this experiment.
ICE
I see.
The lycans drowve their pasture inside the settlement.
INT. WAR ROOM - NIGHT
Alucard and the group are taling at the war room.
BLIZZARD
You plan on letting the warriors
give their place in the settlement
and have them camp outside?
ALUCARD
This is going to be temporary and I
thought you guys pride yourselves
in fighting?
LUBU
What is that supposed to mean?
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ALUCARD
I mean it like I said. Since we are
on a partnership for this mess we
might as well save on the food.
When was the last time you guys got
attacked in the settlement?
ICE
None...
BLIZZARD
What are you up to?
ALUCARD
There is something controlling the
ghouls, and it feeds the same day
you guys go out to get the food.
LUBU
But there was no attack today..
ALUCARD
IT means it was full yesterday. We
can rule out that only one thing is
controlling the ghouls in this
area.
ICE
Do you mean that unique kind of
ghoul?
ALUCARD
I doubt it. It was only a medium to
relay command over the horde.
BLIZZARD
When can we expect the result of
this?
ALUCARD
In a week, the moment the scouts
can locate if the remaining cows
get attacked we will know where
they will drag them.
BLIZZARD
And how will we confront this treat
once we found it?
ALUCARD
Leave that to me.
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LUBU
You are using us like bait?!
ALUCARD
I’m using the cows.
ICE
You plan to lead an assault on this
unknown enemy yourself?
LUBU
Big talk for a man who does nothing
but babble.
Alucard stopped.
VAYNE
Now don’t go in with that tone boy.
LUBU
Is that a challenge?!
ALUCARD
Please we are on the same side
here.
BLIZZARD
You know, my son is probably uneasy
following you without having to see
you fight.
ALUCARD
.......
LUBU
I challenge you to a duel!
ALUCARD
And what would you do if you win?
LUBU
......
VALENTINE
I think boss already won don’t you
agree?
BLIZZARD
Let’s give them something to rise
up their spirits. It will take a
week for the plan to work anyway.
I’m also interested to see how you
fight since you will be leading our
(MORE)
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BLIZZARD (cont’d)
joint forces into this unknown
enemy.
ALUCARD
I don’t think it’s wise to do that.
VAYNE
The boss is right, what if they
attack us when we are not on our
guard?
BLIZZARD
I have confident in sending out my
warriors to sleep outside if you
give us a little display of your
power and skills.
ALUCARD
So be it. Tomorrow it is.
LUBU
Great!
EXT. GRASSLAND ARENA - DAY
Alucard looked around the arena that seemed to be made in a
hurry.
ALUCARD
What was the purpose of this place?
Blizzard answered from where he was sitting.
BLIZZARD
This was used to be an academy or
what you would call a proving
grounds.
ALUCARD
Oh.. So many have fought here.
BLIZZARD
Indeed.
From the sides Alucard group looked with anticipation.
VALENTINE
Vayne why are you so tense?
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VAYNE
I finally be able to see the boss
in action. It’s kind of a bore just
seeing him already done with his
fight.
CRYSTAL
I myself am interested how he
dealth with the leader back in the
settlement.
EDWARD
So this is everyones first time
seeing him fight?
VALENTINE
Lubu made a great decision.
From the other side Lubu in human form came out and raised
his hands as he holds a spear. The lycans watching responded
in cheers.
ICE
Be careful. We don’t know how he
fights.
LUBU
Relax sis. I’ll draw out how he
really fights. I’m thinking he is
the strategist he will probably
quit after a few beatings.
ICE
Just don’t humiliate him. He is
hiding something he doesn’t want to
show to his companions.
LUBU
Now I’m more interested in getting
to know what that is.
Alucard went to his coffin and took out a beautiful sword.
VAYNE
Oh this shit is on!
Lubu spins his spear in approval.
LUBU
Bring it!
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ALUCARD
......
Alucard silently steps forward while Lubu dashes.
When they were near each other Lubu darts forward intending
to skewer Alucard but Alucard spins and sidesteps and
slashes hitting Lubu in the back.
Lubu turns around snarling while Alucard swipres away the
blood.
Lubu darts again and this time made multiple thrust which
Alucard dodge and parried.
LUBU
GOT YOU!
Lubu made a spin with his spear the firts was high which
Alucard ducked, the second spin was low while Alucard
jumped.
Lubu knew the pattern and immediately went for a stab while
Alucard was in mid air, Alucard made use of his sword
and used it as a shield and was thrown backwards, he landed
on his feet when he looked up Lubu was still coming for him.
LUBU
RAA!!
Lubu made a stab but Alucard spins towards him and delivers
a left elfbow strike to Lubu’s cheek, it was followed by
Lubu with a vicious swing of the spear but Alucard ducked
and made a leg sweep which caught Lubu off guard. While
Lubu was still falling Alucard made a frontal kick and lubu
was hit by the side and was thrown a few feet away. he
landed on his back then went into a crouching position.
LUBU
That’s it! No more games!
Lubu howled and transformed into wolf form and the lycans
howl with him.
Lubu dropped the spear and bared his fangs and claws.
ALUCARD
If that is what you desire.
Alucard stood ready with his sword. His eyes glowed and the
ground began to tremble.
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VAYNE
Boss is serious now.
VALENTINE
This is what I was waiting to see.
EDWARD
What happens when he get’s serious?
VAYNE
Shit gets real.
CRYSTAL
.....
BLIZZARD
ENOUGH!
Lubu stood angry.
LUBU
Why father?!
BLIZZARD
This was supposed to be a sport not
a fight to the death.
LUBU
We are just fighting for sport.
ALUCARD
.....
BLIZZARD
It’s enough, I have sense your
skill and power Alucard.
ALUCARD
Thank you.
Alucard sheathed his weapon and went back to his side of the
arena and put back the sword in his coffin.
LUBU
TSK!
The lycans still cheered and Lubu was greeted by his sister.
ICE
Well he is supposed to be a few
hundereds years old compared to us.
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LUBU
Yeah yeah...
ICE
Do you still have any doubts?
LUBU
He will be a fine leader. But I
still don’t like him. Like you said
he is holding back his power.
ICE
Maybe there are some consecuencies
if he uses a lot. Like the
ambush...
LUBU
Yes, I didn’t feel any attack like
those ghouls suffered.
ICE
He was fighting you on your own
terms.
LUBU
damn...
EXT. LYCAN SETTLEMENT - NIGHT
Edward looks around the lycans in their human form getting
on with their routine stuff.
EDWARD
And here I think they become wolves
every night and just hunt.
CRYSTAL
It seems they have managed control
of their transformations.
A couple of kids ran them by playing.
CRYSTAL
Who would have though they will
grow up into fearless warriors.
Vayne and Valentine are looking at the people from the human
settlement being friendly with the vendors as well as
trading some rations.
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VALENTINE
It seems the master was right to
make a trade route here.
VAYNE
And when the ghoul treat is gone
this will be able to make a better
route with the human settlement.
The humans made good care of the
veggies while the lycans here make
good animal bredding.

Alucard silently lay on top of the largest truck. Valentine
caught him in her eyes.
VALENTINE
What do you think he is thinking?
VAYNE
Well I have read it before that he
was married.
VALENTINE
You rhink something happened to his
wife?
VAYNE
That is probably why we are looking
for the vampire kingdom.
VALENTINE
SAy if something bad happens...
VAYNE
The boss will handle it.
VALENINE
Right...
INT. WAR ROOM - DAY
A week has passed and just like Alucard predicted the bait
was taken.
SCOUT1
Sir. Reporting the details sir.
BLIZZARD
Go ahead.
The scout pointed at the large map where there are a couple
of x mark in caves are. He pointed to the west side of the
map.
(CONTINUED)
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SCOUT1
They took the first number of cows
here sir.
LUBU
There was a second attack?
SCOUT1
Yes sir.
The scout pointed at the x mark in the center.
ALUCARD
That is the fastest route to their
base.
BLIZZARD
How could you tell?
ALUCARD
The first bait wasn’t the original
size of your gathering party and
whatever is behind this was hungry
for more. The first it was being
cautios.
BLIZZARD
You may go scout. bring me 300 of
our best lycans.
LUBU
300 hundred huh.
ALUCARD
We will divide the men. My company
will go through the middle entrance
while Lubu and Ice will protect our
escape route.
LUBU
We are the ones who will go in the
front not your group.
ICE
Lubu..
ALUCARD
Alright, The humans will guard
outisde, I will have to go with
you.
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LUBU
Much better. This is our problem to
begin with.
BLIZZARD
You will have to follow Alucard’s
intruction Son.
LUBU
His men will have problems fighting
in the dark.
VAYNE
He has a point, we don’t have
enough lamps and torches to go in
there.
VALENTINE
Can’t we just bury them in their
hideout?
ALUCARD
We have to kill the ones
controlling the ghouls then we can
try to close the caves.
BLIZZARD
I hope you have some explosives
with you? We have been fighting
them by meleee.
CRYSTAL
We got that covered.
BLIZZARD
Then all we need is time to
prepare.
LUBU
We march at dawn and finish this
before noon.
ICE
Sounds good to me.
VALENTINE
No objections here.
ALUCARD
Then its settled.

24.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE CAVE - DAWN
The army of humans with their heavily armed trucks are at
the entrance of the cave while Lubu began marching the 300
selected Lycans inside the cave.
LUBU
Everyone Let’s move.
ICE
......
Alucard was looking at Crystal and Edward who leads the
humans guarding the entrance of the cave.
VALENTINE
Will they be alright sir?
ALUCARD
I hope.
VAYNE
Let’s got boss.
The lycans put some torches on the long passages for some
humans that followed near the entrance.
INT. INSIDE THE CAVE, PATH BRANCH - DAWN
The passage was dark and so far there were no indications of
ghouls along the way. Lubu used the lycan’s nose to follow
the scent of blood. Alucard also knew of it.
LUBU
This scent...
ICE
It’s from the cows.
ALUCARD
And some lycans.
They followed the trail while the lycans continue to put
torches marking their way as they come acrross a fork.
VAYNE
Strange..
VALENTINE
ITs too quiet.
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ALUCARD
....

Vayne and Valentine took their weapons in ready form when
they saw Lubu made a stop signal.
They enter a large clearing and the solor of the cave was
covered in blood. There were some ghouls atanding idly and
their attention was focus to a large humonculus like being
eating the cows and the dead lycans.
ICE
What is that?!
LUBU
I don’t know, but were killing it.
Lubu howled as they transform into beast form.
The large thing saw them and it looked like it was rooted to
the ground and made a cry that made the ghouls rise up and
battle the lycans.
Alucard scans the battle and then a noise was heard from
Valentine’s radio.
EDWARD
The ghouls have started to come out
out of nowhere! Please hurry up
inside!
VALENTINE
Roger!
Vayne looked beside him and saw that Alucard has already
made it way to the giant who was just sitting and seems to
be ordering the ghouls by telekenesis.
VAYNE
The boss is on the move!
VALENTINE
Will stay behind here and just
snipe some ghouls that go in his
way.
Alucard stood facing the the giant and Alucard unleashes his
own telekenesis.
GIANT
ROOOOOARR!!
Alucard battle the giant by telekenesis and the whole place
began to rumble.
(CONTINUED)
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Some of the ghouls began to go back to their basic idle
instinch which helped the Lycan’s alot.
GIANT
So you are the one that blocked me.
ALUCARD
Nice to meet you.
GIANT
You have a nice plan. Too bad it
has one hole.
ALUCARD
What?
GIANT
I have an unlimited number of
undead to kill the ones from the
outside and trap your flank.
ALUCARD
That unless I kill you first.
The giant howled and made an attempt to crush Alucard but
Alucard vanishes from the spot and the large arm hits empty
ground.
GIANT
You intend to block my mind yet you
cannot stop my voice.
The giant made a loud call and from other path ways more
ghouls join into the fray.
GIANT
I cannot call the ones outside but
there is enough here leave you guys
weakened and when that comes...
A bullet hits the giant eye and its head but it just
regenerated.
GIANT
Like I said,This is a race to the
finish between my army and your
stamina. And the goal is your
lives.
From another area a number of vampires in armor pushes in
blazing their guns as they push their way in.
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MAKAROV
This is their place!
Makarov sees the chaos between Lycans and Saw Alucard
jumping out of the way of the giant.
Makarov’s soldiers got in and also saw the battle.
SOLDIER
What is going on?!
MAKAROV
Our mission comes first, destroy
the ghouls.
The vampire soldiers helped in the battle when Makarov and
Ice got near Alucard.
ALUCARD
Who are you?
MAKAROV
Makarov from the vampire kingdom
elite. Our mission is to end the
ghoul threat. What is that thing?!
ALUCARD
The ghoul threat.
ICE
My head it feels like it is trying
to do something.
ALUCARD
Hoo.. It’s trying to use
telekenesis too bad it’s only
working agains’t the ghouls its
commands.
MAKAROV
So if we kill this we can end the
threat.
ALUCARD
Yes.
MAKAROV
MEN FIRE AT THE GIANT!
The vampires began open firing their guns but the giant
seems to be regenerating fast.
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ALUCARD
Makarov have your men help the
lycans in clearing out the ghouls,
leave this one to me.
MAKAROV
I hope you have a plan.
ALUCARD
I do. Ice, the moment I give you
the signal buy me as much time as
possible.
ICE
What is the plan?
ALUCARD
I’m going to kill it but I’m having
trouble finding his vital organs.
GIANT
Fool, no one can destroy me I’ll
just regenrate. The moment you let
go of your telekinesis I’m ordering
the rest of the horde within the
area to converge here!
ALUCARD
We’ll see...
GIANT
What are you doing?!
ALUCARD
I changed my mind.
GIANT
!!!!!
ALUCARD
I’m going to stop him from
regenerating, Ice have Makarov and
his team clear out the ghouls here
while I’ll block all of this Giants
abilities.
Alucard looked at Vayne and Valentine and points out the
giant.
ALUCARD
Now!
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Alucard uses his telekenesis and the Ghouls dawdle along,
the lycans hurried and finish them and proceeded to attack
the giant, Alucard was a few steps away while Vayne and
Valentine poured all weaponry they had.
ALUCARD
Lubu! arm the explosives Crystal
gave you and throw it at the giant!
Lubu heard Alucard and set the timer to 10 minutes,
althopugh the giant can’t call for help it is still a giant
and Alucard kneeled from using his power to block its
regenerating capabilities.
The lycans manages to avoid direct impact from the giants
swings and can slash and run from it.
Makarov’s men are also peppering it with bullet holes.
Lubu throws the pack of explosives at the giant.
GIANT
RAAAAAAA!!!
The giant attemps to get the explosive with its right hand
but ice ran through it and slashes the muscles then darts
away, the giant tried to grab it with its left hand but Lubu
slahes its muscles then also darts away.
ICE
That blast is probably strong
enough to cause a cave in.
Alucard kneeling made a call for retreat.
ALUCARD
Lubu have everybody fall back!
MAKAROV
Which way are you going out?!
LUBU
Just follow us!
Vayne and Valentine grabs Alucard and drags him while he
still battles the giant. Alucard smiled at the giant.
ALUCARD
Got you.
Alucard extends his right hand and a blood tricked his nose.
He closes his right hand into a fist and destroys the mind
of the giant.

30.

The giant made a loud cry but the explosions started to
cause a chain reaction and the groups started their run
towards the exit..
EXT. OUTSIDE THE CAVE - DAY
The men are busy firing at the ghouls when they felt the
ground rumbled.
EDWARD
Is that what I think it is?
CRYSTAL
EVERYONE, HOLD THE LINE!!
The group fought more fiercer at firing at the ghouls, when
then they appear to be low on ammo.
SOLDIER1
LAST MAG!
SOLDIER2
I’m out!
A soldier tosses a mag at the soldier who ran out of
bullets.
SOLDIER3
MAKE IT COUNT!
Then from the cave the lycans appeared and tore the ghouls
to shreds.
CRYSTAL
THEY ARE BACK!
Lubu and Ice also joined the action and finishes the rest.
Vayne and Valentine arrived carrying Alucard. Crystal helped
them.
CRYSTAL
Is it finished?
ALUCARD
Yes.
Ice looked for Makarov and his men.
ICE
Where did the other team went?
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31.

ALUCARD
They exited from where they came.
ICE
I see. Was that thing dead?
ALUCARD
Yes.
EDWARD
THEN LET’S PARTY!
EXT. LYCAN SETTLEMENT - NIGHT
The night was filled wint joy as they celebrated the end of
the ghoul threat.
Everybody is having fun at the feast while Crystal made the
cnotract for the trade route with the Lycan leader.
BLIZZARD
The its settled. We provide the
meat and you guys will provide the
fruits and dairy products.
CRYSTAL
We weill meet halfway and provide
you guys with a truck and we shall
establish a base here.
LUBU
A done deal.
ICE
Where is Alucard?
EDWARD
He is probably resting. All of us
knows he is not in his full power
yet.
BLIZZARD
We’ll talk to him later for now let
us enjoy the night.
EXT. GRASSLANDS - NIGHT
Alucard sits quietly when a shadow arrived Makarov arrived.
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32.
MAKAROV
Sir.
ALUCARD
....
MAKAROV
I supposed you have some questions
about the vampire kingdom.
ALUCARD
I am more interested about the
ghoul threat.

Makarov sits down while Alucard drinks a blood vial.
MAKAROV
It was a humonculus that was
supposed to tame the ghouls then it
escaped and made an army of its
own.
ALUCARD
The vampires planned to use the
ghouls as a weapon?
MAKAROV
The bad news is that the nation has
more than one of those that escaped
and that where we elite hunters
came in.
ALUCARD
So you guys sealed the caves.
MAKAROV
Yes.
ALUCARD
Frankenstien’s research who is
continuing that?
MAKAROV
I don’t know any details inside the
lab.
ALUCARD
I’m interested in the vampire
nation.
MAKAROV
You should come. People might be
interested in how you battled the
mind control of the giant.
(CONTINUED)
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33.

ALUCARD
... Alright, I’m also interested on
who is the leader of the vampires.
MAKAROV
I’ll make sure you meet up with the
king.
ALUCARD
.... Let us depart.
The two vanished like blurs as the night goes on.
EXT. LYCAN SETTLEMENT - DAWN
Vayne and Valentine sleeps at the truck near the coffin.
There was a note from Alucard that says," Stay here and wait
for me."

